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Keyword: Americana Rock. In a time when the lines between classic country, 70ies rock, 

Alt.Americana and No Depression get blurred and at the same time commercial country is 

crossing over into rock & pop, it becomes increasingly difficult for a young band to stand out 

with original, identifiable, enduring material. SONS OF BILL from Charlottesville, Virginia 

manage to do so with ease and deliver further proof with their brand-new album Sirens. They 

continue their exceptional winning streak which started with a strong debut, followed by a 

formidable second outing and culminates (for now) in a terrific third act. Sirens contains 

everything a fan could have hoped for and will certainly catapult Sons Of Bill to even greater 

success! 

 

The Wilson brothers James, Sam and Abe, Seth Green and returned drummer Todd Wellons 

stayed close to home this time – they recorded Sirens just a few miles east of their hometown 

at Sound Of Music Studio in Richmond, VA, owned by Cracker mastermind David Lowery to 

record the big portion of Sirens under the producer helmet of Lowery himself. 

 

From the opening chords of “Santa Ana Winds” it’s obvious where this is gonna go: With a 

more powerful rhythm section, a fuller keyboard foundation, guitars that sound fat & gritty  

and an overall tighter & louder band sound, you need a strong batch of songs and vocals to 

stand out. And that’s just what they got. Keyboarder Abe Wilson has racked up more writer 

credits than before, stepping up to the lead vocal on the seven-minute “Turn It Up” and “The 

Tree” – thus claiming the heart of the album as his. Lead guitarist Sam again contributes two 

excellent songs which he also sings: “Find My Way Back Home” a BoDeans-type number 

and the atmospheric “Radio Can’t Rewind”, embellished by pedal steel and mellotron. The 

bulk of the material comes once again from youngster and frontman James Wilson. He plays 

guitar and sings with that charcteristic, raspy, nasal voice that has become the Sons Of Bill’s 

trademark. Credited to him are future hits like “Santa Ana Winds” and “Siren Song” which 

have an R.E.M.-type quality, the rocker “Life In Shambles” with Cracker guests David 

Lowery and Johnny Hickman, the Springsteen-esque “Angry Eyes”, the rough “This Losing 

Fight” and the beautiful, hymn-like, closing ballad “Virginia Calling”. 
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